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1. Introduction
This course manual assumes a lesson structure consisting of nine points. These
points have been divided into three groups. Each class period will generally have the
following structure:
A Introduction

1. Make sure the students are ready for class to begin.
2. Explain this lesson’s objectives.
3. Review any necessary background knowledge.

B Instruction

1. Present the subject matter.
2. Help the students learn the material.
3. Have the students demonstrate the requested techniques.
4. Give feedback on the demonstrations.

C Conclusion

1. Assess the final results of the learning process (testing).
2. Recap and demonstrate uses for what’s been learned.

This lesson structure should be followed step-by-step from start to finish.
Steps B1 through B4 will be frequently repeated, as the subject matter will be offered
in small chunks (B1).
This means there will be many points at which the student may need some help (B2).
This also means that during a class, students will learn multiple techniques they can
demonstrate (B3), to which the instructor should respond with approval or corrective
comments as needed (B4).
On the next page you will see the lesson structure again, this time expanded with
extra information to clarify the content of the ‘how’ and “why” behind each step. This
structure will also be followed in explaining the details for the separate class
meetings later in this manual. You can split the lessons which cover a longer chapter
if needed. You may wish to handle the material in these chapters in separate
sessions.
Plan to use the available class time as follows:
 Introduction 10-15%
 Instruction 60-70%
 Conclusion 20-25%
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Lesson Structure
A Introduction 1. Make sure the students are ready for class to begin.
The instructor can ask for silence, close the door, write an
announcement on the board, or in some other way draw attention to
the coming lesson.
2. Explain this lesson’s objectives.
It is important for both student and instructor to know exactly what a
lesson’s desired results are. The student’s work attitude, for example,
depends upon whether he needs to recognize, commit to memory, or
apply the material being presented.
Simply listing the subjects that will be covered is not enough. The
instructor must explain them in recognizable terms.
3. Review any necessary background knowledge.
At the start of each lesson, the instructor should make sure the new
information will connect to and build upon previously acquired
concepts and skills. In order to do so, the instructor must first help
the students recall (activate) the relevant knowledge.
B Instruction 1. Present the subject matter.
The heart of the learning process is the offering of information by the
instructor or by the textbook.
2. Help the students learn the material.
The instructor doesn’t stand at the front of the class during the
learning process, but rather moves around, observing the students’
activities and offering support where necessary. The didactic
approach being applied can be characterized as guided experiential
learning.
3. Have the students demonstrate the requested techniques.
The point here is not to check whether students have done their
homework, but rather to provide an opportunity for practicing the
desired (final) techniques. Specific questions will give the students
the opportunity to demonstrate to themselves and to the instructor
that they understand or can apply the information.
4. Give feedback on the demonstrations.
It’s instructive and reinforcing to provide students with feedback on
their demonstrations of what they’ve learned.
Feedback on a student’s execution of techniques often occurs
naturally: it either works or it doesn’t. In any case, feedback should
provide information about correct execution of the techniques that
are visible during the learning process.
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C Conclusion 1. Assess the final results of the learning process.
The point of this step is to determine whether the student has
accomplished the educational objectives, and whether he can
perform the desired actions with confidence. There are various forms
of testing available for this: completing an exercise, for example, or
answering questions. They don’t all have to be given at the same
time. Naturally, the tests should be tailored to the stated educational
objective.
2. Recap and demonstrate uses for what’s been learned.
This last step is focused on helping the material sink in for the long
term. As a result, this information should bridge multiple lessons and
focus on making connections among different topics.

2. Previous Knowledge
Some previous knowledge is assumed for the entire course. Students without this
knowledge should plan to spend some time acquiring it before the first course
meeting.
The following skills comprise the previous knowledge assumed for this course:





able to click, double-click, and drag with the mouse
able to start and stop programs
able to type and edit text
able to start up and shut down Windows

3. General
Technical matters such as proper installation of Windows 10, 8.1 or 7 and Microsoft
Office Word 2016 or 2013 are essential for this course. Installing Microsoft Office
Word falls outside the scope of this course. The website that comes with the book
contains practice files that will be used in the exercises. A working Internet
connection is needed in order to be able to download the practice files from the
website. Downloading the practice files also falls outside the scope of this course.
For some exercises a printer is required. If you do not have a printer, you can just
read the through that particular section.
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4. Lesson Plan
The lesson plan of this teachers’ manual covers the Chapters 1 through 9 of the
Textbook part of the book, and Chapters 1 through 12 of the Workbook part of
Textbook MOS Word 2016 and 2013 + Extra Exercises
Depending on the available hours, you can adjust the lesson plan to suit your current
situation. You can for example exclude parts of the MOS Word 2016 and 2013
package, or assign them as homework.
Chapter 1 Creating and Editing Text
Chapter 2 Creating Lists and Tables
Chapter 3 Pictures
Chapter 4 WordArt, SmartArt and More
Chapter 5 Formatting Paragraphs and Headings
Chapter 6 Formatting Documents
Chapter 7 Adding References
Chapter 8 Document and Print Views
Chapter 9 Text Editing Made Easy
It is advised to use the order of the chapters for the order of the lessons.

5. Available content
The Visual Steps package of MOS Word 2016 and 2013 contains the following
components:

Textbook MOS Word 2016 and 2013
The Microsoft Word text editing program is one of the most popular programs used
today for writing letters, reports, flyers and more. It is embraced by business,
education, health care and government institutions. This is why it is important to get
to know this program!
The step by step instructions and examples in the Textbook will help your students
learn to use Word in the most efficient manner. The additional exercises at the end of
the book help to increase proficiency in the program and reinforce what the student
has learned.
After working through the book, the student has the opportunity to take the Microsoft
Office Specialist ® (MOS) exam. Upon successful completion of this exam, an official
certificate is awarded. This is a document that can be important in the workplace and
a plus on a resume.
This textbook has been written using the Visual Steps method. The method is
simple: just place the book next to the computer and perform each task step by step
directly on the computer. With the clear instructions and the multitude of screenshots,
the student will always know exactly what to do next. By performing the tasks directly,
the student quickly learns how to work with Word 2016 or Word 2013.
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In this V
Visual Step
ps book various ico
ons are use
ed. This is what theyy mean:
Actions
These icons indiccate an acttion to be ccarried out:
The mo
ouse icon means
m
you
u need to do
d something with thee mouse.
The keyyboard ico
on means ssomething needs to be
b enteredd or typed
using th
he keyboard.
The hand icon me
eans some
ething need
ds to be do
one, for exxample,
turn on the compu
uter or carrry out a task previously learnedd.
In addittion to thesse icons, in
n some are
eas of this book extra
a assistancce is provid
ded to
help the
e student work
w
succe
essfully thrrough each
h chapter.
Help
These icons indiccate that ex
xtra help iss available:
The arrrow icon indicates an
n alert or warning
w
abo
out somethhing.
The bandage icon
n indicatess an extra help
h
or tip in case soomething
went wrong.
w
The hand icon is also used in the exercises. The
e exercisess help to
reinforcce what is learned.
1

Has the
e student forgotten h ow to do something?
s
? The num ber next to
o
the foottsteps can be used to
o look up the
t informa
ation in thee appendix
x
How Do
o I Do Tha
at Again?

arate boxess the stude
ent will find
d tips or ad
dditional ba
ackground informatio
on
In sepa
about W
Word 2016
6 and Word
d 2013.
Extra informatio
on
Informa
ation boxess are deno
oted by the
e following icons:
The book icon po
oints to extrra backgro
ound inform
mation thatt can be
read att the studen
nt’s conven
nience. Th
his extra infformation iis not
necesssary for working throu
ugh the boo
ok and is also
a
not im
mportant forr
the exa
amination.
The ligh
ht bulb icon indicatess an extra tip on how
w to use Woord. The
tips in the
t last sec
ction of ea ch chapterr are not im
mportant foor the
examin
nation.
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Practic
ce files
The pra
actice files used in th
his book ca
an be down
nloaded fro
om
www.v
visualsteps
smosbook
ks.com/wo
ord2016-p
practicefile
es.php. Thhe practice
e files
are savved in a ZIP
P-file. If the
e practice files are no
ot yet on th
he studentt’s compute
er, they
will firstt need to be
b copied to
t the (My)) Documen
nts folder. A PDF file on the website
describ
bes how to do this. Carefully folllow the ins
structions given
g
in thee PDF file.. If the
studentt does not do this, the practice files may end
e up in the
t wrong ffolder.
The pra
actice files can be us
sed while p
performing the step-b
by-step insttructions. Be
B
careful not to savve the files with the sa
ame name
e in the sam
me folder. Multiple students
erefore use
e the same
e practice ffiles.
can the
If you p
prefer, you can download the filles to the computers
c
at your scchool in adv
vance
of the ccourse.

Extra E
Exercises
s (workbo
ook)
The wo
orkbook is essential in preparin g for the Microsoft
M
Office
O
Speccialist® exam
(MOS)..
Once a student has
h worked
d through th
he first cha
apters of th
his book, thhey will kno
ow how
to perfo
orm the ba
asic, rudime
entary taskks in Word
d. Howeverr, this doess not mean
n that all
tasks h
have been mastered. The extra exercises
s in this boo
ok allow thhe student to
practice
e even furtther with va
arious type
es of assig
gnments orr tasks.
This bo
ook contain
ns exercise
es that will prepare th
he student for the MO
OS Word exam.
e
The exercises are
e subdivide
ed into foo
otsteps exe
ercises, do--it-yourselff exercises
s and
MOS e
exam exerccises.
Footsteps Exerc
cise
1 This mea
In this ttype of exe
ercise all actions are marked by
y a footstep icon
ans the
actionss have already been handled ea
arlier in the
e textbook. If the studdent does not
know h
how to perfform an action, he ca
an learn ho
ow to do so
o by lookingg for the
corresp
ponding nu
umber writtten next to
o the footste
ep icon in the appenddix How Do
D I Do
That Ag
gain? at th
he end of th
he book.
At the e
end of eacch exercise
e, reference
e is made to a file to compare tthe result with
w the
program
m window. The stude
ent can qu ickly see iff the exercise has beeen done
correcttly. The fina
al result file
es can be found in th
he practice files foldeer.
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Do-It-Yourself Exercise
In this type of exercise, the required actions are not accompanied by the footstep
icons. It is now expected that the student can perform the necessary actions without
the need of the footsteps. At the end of each exercise, reference is made to a file to
compare the result with the program window. The student can check if the exercise
has been done correctly.
MOS Exam Exercise
This exercise trains the student through a simulation that is set on the PC. In this
way, the student becomes familiar with the MOS exam format and is prepared for the
test environment. At the end of the exercise, reference is made again to a file to
compare the result with the program window. The student can quickly see if the
exercise has been done correctly. On page 292 of the textbook instruction is given on
how to do these exercises step by step.
Practice files workbook
The practice files used in this book can be downloaded from
www.visualstepsmosbooks.com/word2016-practicefiles.php. The practice files
are saved in a ZIP-file. If the practice files are not yet on the student’s computer, they
will first need to be copied to the (My) Documents folder. A PDF file on the website
describes how to do this. Carefully follow the instructions given in the PDF file! If the
student does not do this, the practice files may end up in the wrong folder.
The practice files can be used while performing the step-by-step instructions. Be
careful not to save the files with the same name in the same folder. Multiple students
can therefore use the same practice files.
If you prefer, you can download the files to the computers at your school in advance
of the course.
Results
The exercises in this books are accompanied by result files. The student can use
these files to check if the exercises have been done correctly. The result files are
located in the practice files folder which can be downloaded from the web page listed
above.
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6. Notes and advice for various chapters
Some chapters require additional materials or there are things that you may want to take into
beforehand. Here you will find an overview.
Chapter 1


Students should have the practice files available before the lesson begins. You can
read how to obtain these files in the previous section of this manual.



It is also suggested that the student read the explanations given in the Foreword
section (page 11) of this book, as well as the sections How to Use This Book, The
Screenshots and The Website and Supplementary Materials on pages 13 through 15.
These sections explain how to work with the book and how to use the practice files.
Classical discussion is also an option.



The students do not necessarily need to perform the actions in the Background
Information and Tips sections at the end of a chapter. They can choose to read this
information only. The Background Information and Tips sections provide extra
information about Word, but is not required for the exam.



If a student wants to work through the extra exercises, it is advisable to read the
sections How to Use This Book and The Website and Supplementary Materials on
pages 291 through 292. Before doing the MOS Exam Exercises be sure to have the
student read the section The MOS Exam Exercises on pages 292 through 297.
Classical discussion is also an option.



In the section 1.9 Saving a document, the steps are given to save the file in the (My)
Documents folder. You can also let the students save the file to another location, for
example, a specific folder on the school computer (or school server).

Chapter 3


If the practice files for the book are stored in a location other than (My) Documents,
the steps in section 3.1 Inserting a Picture will need to be done differently. You can
explain to the student how to do this using an additional instruction.



When reducing or enlarging images, the student can make an image bigger or
smaller than shown in the book. That is basically no problem, but keep in mind that
the screen images in the book may differ slightly.

Chapter 4


When reducing or enlarging WordArt and Text Boxes, the student can make an
image bigger or smaller than shown in the book. That is basically no problem, but
keep in mind that the screen images in the book may differ slightly.
The same applies to other components in this chapter, such as SmartArt images.

Chapter 6


In section 6.19, Saving a Document as a PDF file, the steps are given to save the file
in the (My) Documents folder. You can also let the students save the file to another
location, for example, a specific folder on the school computer (or school server).
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Chapter 8
In section 8.11 Printing Text a printer is used. If there is no printer available, or you do not
want the students to print the document, they can skip the printing exercise on page 245.
Chapter 9


In 9.16 Saving Documents to OneDrive a Microsoft account is used. This is an email
address that ends on hotmail.com, live.com or outlook.com and a password. Students
may have received such an email address through the school or institution, if they are
using an Office 365 package. If they do not have this type of email address, they can
create one free of charge at https://signup.live.com.
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